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 Diversity of views, 
 Diversity of questions 

 on glasses, glassformers, 
 and the glass transition



I

What is meant by a
‶glass″, a ‶glassy″ system ?



‶Glass″ 

Wikipedia: ‶Strictly speaking, a glass is defined 
as an inorganic product of fusion which has 
been cooled through its glass transition to the 
solid state without crystallizing.″

However, the term is commonly used with a 
broader meaning.



‶Glass″: 
Jammed/frozen in a disordered 

state, generally out of equilibrium. 

1) jammed/frozen
2) disordered
3) out-of-equilibrium



1) Jammed/frozen state 
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Fig. 4. Sketch of a typical steady-state flow response of a concentrated suspension.

Left: steady-state flow curves !("̇) for increasing volume fractions #. Right:
steady-state stress as a function of volume fraction # for di!erent imposed shear

rates "̇ (the thick line corresponds to the limit curve for "̇ ! 0, i.e. ! = !Y (#)).
The arrow is a schematic representation of a quench from a mechanically fluidized

system into the soft-solid region.

power-law, stay both roughly constant, or G! can be roughly constant with
G!! displaying a shallow minimum at rather low frequencies.

Obviously some kind of transition occurs upon increase of the concen-
tration, bringing the system from a viscous liquid state to a soft-elastic one.
The longest relaxation time-scale and the viscosity increase noticeably (di-
verge ?) when the transition is approached. Conversely, e!ective values for
the putative yield stress decrease on the solid side when the concentration
is decreased. We will from now on deal only with the soft-solid states.

2.2 Probing the system in its “soft-solid” phase

In the solid phase, the system appears as frozen in some region of phase space
given that a finite perturbation is required to have it flow. In most cases
however, its local structure is disordered and amorphous (only very clean
systems crystallize). It is thus likely that such systems lie in a metastable
state that is noticeably history dependent. Consequently, to study the me-
chanical properties of these soft-solids, it is first necessary to define repro-
ducible preparation procedures. In analogy with thermal quenches per-
formed for molecular glasses or magnetic spin glasses, a natural way is to
prepare the system in a reproducible fluid initial state, so as to “erase” any
history dependence, and then to quench it quickly in the soft-solid phase.

Unfortunately, changing the concentration or other physico-chemical pa-

Strain rate

Stress
Nonzero yield stress σY

           (some) motions appear arrested,
           system appears as a solid that does
           not flow and resists to shear.



•‶Hard″ glasses:
✴ Large elastic (e.g. shear) moduli (GPa and more)

✴ Standard glasses: silica and inorganic, ionic mixtures, organic 
molecular (hydrogen-bonded and van der Waals) glasses; 
polymers (plastics); metallic glasses; glassy plastic crystals...

•‶Soft″ glasses:
✴ Small elastic (e.g. shear) moduli (MPa down to a few Pa)

✴ colloidal suspensions, foams, emulsions, granular media...

•Others: spin glasses, orientational glasses, vortex glasses,
  electron glasses, etc... + proteins ?

Different types of glasses



Different types of glasses
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Electronic glass in underdoped cuprates 
(Kohsaka et al., Science 2007)

2.2. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 61

rolling and compaction. The total number of particles is varied in the fixed
volume cell over a wide range, from a single particle to an hexagonally packed
crystal. A total of 54 packing fractions have been explored.

These data will be shortly analyzed in 4.5.3. Note however that the small
size of the acquisition window limits the analysis of the spatial correlations
and constraints the range of comparison with glass forming systems.

2.2 Data processing and analysis

This large number of systems represents an enormous amount of data. Since
they have several origins their initial format was di!erent. It was there-
fore crucial to develop a common framework both able to deal with a large
amount of data and flexible enough so that new data can be easily inserted.
In this section, we explain the basis of this framework in 4 points: Image
processing, particle tracking10, databases and data analysis.

2.2.1 Image processing

In all our experiments, the raw data are images: one has to perform some
image processing to extract the particles’ positions and sizes. To this aim,
we have chosen the LabView suite, a performant package of data acquisition
and analysis tools. Thanks to its image processing dedicated tool, Vision
Assistant, which have a simple but powerful graphical interface, a lot of time
can be saved during the development phase. Moreover the treatment itself
is e"cient since the Labview routines are well optimized.

Here are typical raw pictures taken from di!erent experimental setups:

(a) The cyclic shear exper-
iment

(b) The vibrating experi-
ment with the intruder.

Figure 2.12: Typical raw images from the di!erent experimental systems

10Often, image treatment and tracking are merged in an entangled set of programs. This
can have some interest, for instance one could imagine to decrease the number of false positive
detections in the image treatment by focusing only in the regions where a particle is likely to be.
However, the complexity of the programs strongly increase, and many spurious results can emerge
from this retroaction loop. In general, this is not a good practice and it should be avoided unless
there is no other possibility.
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Granular material 
(Candelier et al. 2009)

Colloidal glass (Weeks et al.,2009)

6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Cahn has argued [3], it is generally the ability to make a strong link be-
tween microscopic structure and physical properties that essentially defines
an established field of material science.

But matter is far from being always ordered, and amorphous solids are
ubiquitous in nature. One can cite some volcanic rocks (e.g. granite), me-
teorites (e.g. moldavite), or the eukaryotic seaweeds that synthesize a silica
cell wall (e.g. diatoms) and produce the most important part of silica glass
on earth. Amorphous matter is also omnipresent in our daily life: plastics are
made of entangled molecules of polymers, window glasses are built out of ran-
domly arranged silica molecules (see fig. 1.1), and sand piles are assemblies

Figure 1.1: 2D representa-
tion of the amorphous structure
of glassy silica (Si02). No long
range order is present.

of disordered grains.

Several practical applications of amorphous
matter can be cited: a laser can melt and solid-
ify the recording layer of a rewritable CD into
an amorphous or a crystalline state, making ar-
eas appear like the pits and lands of a prere-
corded CD. Hydrogels – i.e. water trapped in
an amorphous polymer network – are currently
used as sca!olds in tissue engineering and have
the ability to sense changes of pH, tempera-
ture, or the concentration of a metabolite (e.g.
modern contact lenses). Radioactive wastes are
embedded in glasses with extremely low dif-
fusion coe"cients to ensure their confinement

and insulation. Bulk metallic glasses have been recently shown to combine
strength, ductility and toughness. Even the cotton candy of our childhood
was an amorphous solid!

However, in comparison, the understanding of the macroscopic proper-
ties of amorphous solids and the way they form – often called the glass
transition for liquids and jamming transition for assemblies of particles1 – is
far from achieved. According to Anderson in 1995, “The deepest and most
interesting unsolved problem in solid state theory is probably the nature of
glass and the glass transition.” [4]. Maybe the most intriguing feature of
such systems is that their ability to flow dramatically changes during the
glass transition, while there is no obvious evolution in their inner structure.
It may be the first time in solid state physics that such a disconnection
appears.

In this introductory chapter, the reader will find a state of the art on both
the glass and jamming transitions. First, we will recall the phenomenology
of glass-former systems and their thermodynamic and dynamic characteriza-
tions. Second, the jamming transition will be presented and a brief review
of the recent literature will enable us to underline the crucial role of the

1More precise definitions will be given in the following.
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Schematic structure of  glassy silica

The creation of a solid metal foam is a race against time. Once formed in the liquid
state, it must be frozen quickly enough to avoid drainage and collapse. Again gravity
is the enemy. Fabrication in space raises fascinating possibilities: it should be possible
to greatly extend the range of alloys, eliminate additives that have served to increase
viscosity, and produce superior-grade materials.

Two international projects
were recommended for
ESA funding in 2000,
under arrangements that
allow for terrestrial
research in the first instance, and are aimed at the eventual utilisation of the
International Space Station. ‘Hydrodynamics of Wet Foams’ is coordinated by Guy
Verbist, of the Shell Research Laboratory in Amsterdam. His team plans to study
drainage, particularly of wet aqueous foams. ‘Development of Advanced Foams under
Microgravity’, co-ordinated by John Banhart of the Fraunhofer Institute, is primarily
devoted to metallic foams. Both projects are concerned with the development of new
methods of monitoring foams in real time, so as to enhance the quality of the data
available for comparison with theory.

-  Emulsions

The ESA ‘FAST’ and the subsequent ‘FASES’ projects aim to establish a quantitative link
between emulsion stability and the physical chemistry of droplet interfaces. Research
groups from Italy, Germany and France are co-operating at three levels of
investigation. These are: 

(a) the study of adsorption dynamics with transfer of matter and interfacial rheology
of liquid/liquid interfaces 

(b) the study of drop–drop interactions and of the physical chemistry of the interfacial
film 

(c) the study of the dynamics of phase inversion in model emulsions. 

The projects, supported also by the ESA Topical Team ‘Progress in Emulsion Science
and Technology’, co-ordinated by R. Miller of the Max-Planck Institut, Berlin, include

251A World without Gravity250 sdddd SP-1251

Figure 2.3.6.9. Equipment for metallic
foam formation used on parabolic
flights (courtesy of the Fraunhofer
Institute, Bremen, Germany)

Figure 2.3.6.10. A typical metallic foam
encased in a cylinder. This new material
offers many advantages in terms of
weight, strength and energy-absorbing
characteristics (courtesy of J. Banhart)

Figure 2.3.6.11. Foam sample in two
different gravity environments (courtesy of
Monnereau et al.)

b

a

Figure 2.3.6.12. Schematic of the Capillary Pressure
Tensiometer. A drop of fluid 1 is formed inside another
immiscible fluid 2 by the action of a piezo-electric
actuator, and the capillary pressure is measured as a
function of the drop diameter. The surface tension can
be calculated by means of Laplace’s law

Foam

2

are fluorescently dyed and suspended in a density-
and index-matched mixture of decalin and cyclohexyl
bromide to prevent sedimentation and allow us to see
into the sample. Particles are slightly charged as a result
of the dyeing process and this particular solvent mixture
[13]. We note that crystallization and segregation
were not observed to occur during the course of our
measurements.

Suspensions are sealed in microscope chambers and
confocal microscopy is used to observe the particle dy-
namics at ambient temperature [10, 20]. A representa-
tive two-dimensional image is shown in Fig. 1. A volume
of 55!55!20 µm3 can be taken at speeds of up to 1 Hz.
(As will be shown later, in these concentrated samples,
particles do not move significantly on this time scale.) To
avoid influences from the walls, we focus at least 25 µm
away from the coverslip.

FIG. 1: A two-dimensional image of our sample taken by a
confocal microscope. The size of this image is 55 ! 55 µm2,
and the scale bar represents 10 µm.

Within each three-dimensional image, we identify both
large and small particles. In practice this is accomplished
with a single convolution that identifies spherical, bright
regions [21]; the convolution kernel is a three-dimensional
Gaussian with a width chosen to match the size of the
image of a large particle. The distribution of object sizes
is typically bimodal, and the two peaks can be identified
with small and large particles. This particular method
is the same as is normally used to follow particle motion
in two dimensions, which normally can achieve sub-pixel
resolution in particle positions [21]. However, given that
a single convolution kernel is used to identify both parti-
cle types, in practice when applied to our binary samples
n three dimensions, we do not achieve this accuracy. In
practice, our uncertainty in locating particle positions is

set by the pixel scale and is 0.2 µm in all three dimen-
sions. However, we do achieve accurate discrimination
between large and small particles with this method, with
less than 1% of the particles misidentified.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structural characteristics

We begin by looking at the structure of the binary
sample. Shown in Fig. 2 is the pair correlation function
g(r) of a sample with volume fraction ! = 0.57. g(r)
relates to the likelihood of finding a particle a distance
r away from a reference particle. The dotted line is for
correlations between two small particles, with a peak at
" 2aS = 2.36 µm, confirming our small particle radius.
Likewise the dashed line shows correlations between two
large particles, peaking at " 2aL = 3.10 µm. When g(r)
is calculated for all particles, regardless of size, the result
is the solid line in Fig. 2. A lower, slightly broader, peak
is found near the average diameter of aL +aS = 2.73 µm.
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FIG. 2: The pair correlation function g(r) for a sample with
volume fraction ! =0.57. The solid line represents g(r) for
both large and small particles combined; the dashed line that
of large particles alone; and the dotted line that of small par-
ticles alone.

B. Dynamical slowing

We first consider how the motion of particles slows as
the volume fraction increases and approaches the glass
transition. Figure 3 shows results of the mean square
displacement (MSD) #!ri

2$ of large and small particles,
where !ri = !ri(!t) denotes the displacement of i-th
particle in lag time !t, and the brackets an average over
all particles and times observed. Figure 3 shows that
as the volume fraction increases, particle motion slows
significantly, as expected. At ! = 0.4, small particles



2) Disordered state 

           No obvious long-range order,
           ‶amorphous″ state.

           Do not confuse ‶quenched″ disorder and 
           ‶annealed″ or ‶self-generated″ disorder !!!

           Which degrees of freedom are disordered ?



J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 19 (2007) 113102 Topical Review

Figure 1. Phase diagram of hard spheres, where the control parameter is the volume fraction !.

random close packing. (It is now believed that this requires some slight polydispersity to
occur, !5% [22, 23].) The glass is characterized by a large increase in the viscosity of the
system [24] despite no perceptible change in structure [8]. Furthermore, the colloidal glass has
some properties of a solid: for example, the system has a finite yield stress, and the elastic
modulus is larger than the viscous modulus [25]. While the glass transition has also been
observed in atomic and molecular systems, the mechanism that drives this transition is still a
matter of active research [26–29].

Confocal microscopy experiments studying hard-sphere like colloidal particles are
discussed in section 5.

2.2. Attractive and repulsive interactions

Hard spheres are imperfect as models for atoms. Real materials have chemical attractions
and bonds that help hold the atoms together, as well as repulsive interactions between their
nuclei that stabilize them. Thus, it is critical to study colloids with more complex interactions
(attractive and repulsive) than the simple hard-sphere short-range repulsion. While this
increases the parameter space to be explored, there is also more richness in the observed
phase behaviour. Here we offer only brief descriptions of four important interactions:
steric stabilization, Coulombic repulsion, van der Waals attraction and depletion. For more
information see [30–32].

Steric stabilization occurs when a boundary layer is added to a colloidal particle. For
example, some colloids have a layer of short polymers coating the surface and sticking out [33].
If two such particles approach, the polymers begin overlapping and obstructing each other;
this is a repulsive interaction and prevents the colloids from approaching too closely. It is
precisely such colloids that are most often used as model hard spheres [8, 34]. In other
colloidal suspensions, most typically in aqueous suspensions, adding a surfactant serves the

4

Colloidal crystal (left) versus glass (Weeks et al., 2007)

No long-range order

Schematic structure of  glassy silica
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But matter is far from being always ordered, and amorphous solids are
ubiquitous in nature. One can cite some volcanic rocks (e.g. granite), me-
teorites (e.g. moldavite), or the eukaryotic seaweeds that synthesize a silica
cell wall (e.g. diatoms) and produce the most important part of silica glass
on earth. Amorphous matter is also omnipresent in our daily life: plastics are
made of entangled molecules of polymers, window glasses are built out of ran-
domly arranged silica molecules (see fig. 1.1), and sand piles are assemblies
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range order is present.

of disordered grains.

Several practical applications of amorphous
matter can be cited: a laser can melt and solid-
ify the recording layer of a rewritable CD into
an amorphous or a crystalline state, making ar-
eas appear like the pits and lands of a prere-
corded CD. Hydrogels – i.e. water trapped in
an amorphous polymer network – are currently
used as sca!olds in tissue engineering and have
the ability to sense changes of pH, tempera-
ture, or the concentration of a metabolite (e.g.
modern contact lenses). Radioactive wastes are
embedded in glasses with extremely low dif-
fusion coe"cients to ensure their confinement

and insulation. Bulk metallic glasses have been recently shown to combine
strength, ductility and toughness. Even the cotton candy of our childhood
was an amorphous solid!

However, in comparison, the understanding of the macroscopic proper-
ties of amorphous solids and the way they form – often called the glass
transition for liquids and jamming transition for assemblies of particles1 – is
far from achieved. According to Anderson in 1995, “The deepest and most
interesting unsolved problem in solid state theory is probably the nature of
glass and the glass transition.” [4]. Maybe the most intriguing feature of
such systems is that their ability to flow dramatically changes during the
glass transition, while there is no obvious evolution in their inner structure.
It may be the first time in solid state physics that such a disconnection
appears.

In this introductory chapter, the reader will find a state of the art on both
the glass and jamming transitions. First, we will recall the phenomenology
of glass-former systems and their thermodynamic and dynamic characteriza-
tions. Second, the jamming transition will be presented and a brief review
of the recent literature will enable us to underline the crucial role of the

1More precise definitions will be given in the following.
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Electronic glass in underdoped cuprates 
(Kohsaka et al., Science 2007)



Quenched versus annealed/self-generated 
disorder

•‶Quenched″ disorder: impurities or defects frozen for extremely long 
times; the system of interest equilibrates (or not) in the presence of impurities.

•Examples of systems with quenched disorder: spin glasses in magnetic materials, 
vortex and Bragg glasses in type-II superconductors, Coulomb electronic glasses in 
insulators.

•The glassiness of the system is due to the presence of the quenched disorder 
which acts as an external constraint.

Different from

•‶Annealed″, self-generated disorder in liquids, polymers, colloidal 
suspensions and granular media: disorder is intrinsic to the system.



Disordered state, however...

•Some glasses are associated with a true thermodynamic 
phase transition: systems in the presence of quenched disorder, such as 
spin glasses and vortex glasses, for example have true long-range order of an 
unusual type.

Amorphous long-range order ????

•In addition, some degrees of freedom may be ordered...



Some degrees of freedom may be ordered:

•Glassy plastic crystals (cyanoadamantane, ethanol, etc...): the molecular 
orientational degrees of freedom are disordered but the molecular 
positions are ordered, forming a cubic crystal.

•Spin glasses, electron glasses: only the spin or the electronic degrees of 
freedom are concerned by  glassiness and disorder.

L-620 JOURNAL DE PHYSIOUE - LETTRES

of the fast rotation relaxation time deduced from neutron scattering (r = 3.54 x 1 0-33 e1000/T s)
[2], the regime c~i = 1 is found to occur at N 190 K, outside the high temperature experimental
range (the same value is obtained from a relaxation time deduced from NMR measurements [3]).
This result is thus not consistent with the change in slope of the C11 vs. T curve appearing near
350 K. Furthermore, examination of figure 2 does not show any anomalous feature of the atte-
nuation in the whole high temperature part of the curve. This continuous variation of the atte-
nuation may mean that the process giving rise to the deviation of C11 from linearity is static.
This explanation is supported by the results of dielectric and X-ray studies. The temperature
variation of the dielectric constant (dB/dT &#x3E; 0) and the value of the Kirkwood g factor (g  1)
indicates a local antiferro ordering of the CN dipoles existing all along the undercooled and stable
cubic phase [6]. _

Diffuse X-ray scattering experiments performed in the glassy crystal show the apparition of
narrow diffuse spots at the X boundary points of the Brillouin zone during annealing below Tg
(Fig. 3). This also reflects the existence of a local antiferro-ordering, which is a long-ranged pro-
perty in the low temperature monoclinic phase [16].

Fig. 3. - Diffuse X-ray scattering. Q scan along [H21]* in the glassy and undercooled plastic crystals of
cyanoadamantane.

X-ray as well as dielectric experiments show that this local order strongly varies with tem-
perature and we think that the curvature of C11 may be explained by this progressive loss of
intermolecular correlations as T is increasing.
The observation of figure 2 shows that the attenuation displays a continuous decrease when

going from the plastic to the glassy crystalline phase. Keeping in mind that the reorientational
motion is frozen below Tg, we can infer that the process responsible for the attenuation is not
related to this type of motion. However, it must be noted that the fast rotation around the dipolar
axis is conserved below Tg. So that cyanoadamantane keeps a « plastic » character with respect
to this particular motion. This can explain the strong temperature variation of the elastic cons-
tant C 11 (C 11 varies of a factor 2.5 between 80 and 430 K). In the plastic phase the average slope
of the L-velocity versus temperature Ar/AT is approximately 3.5 ms-1 K-1 a usual value for a
plastic crystal. (We have the values 4.5 for succinonitrile [17], 3.8 for cyclohexanol [18].) In the
glassy crystal Av/A T is found to be 2.3 ms-1 K-1 a relatively high value presumably related to
the fast rotation.

Disordered state, however...



Equilibration time is much longer than the 
observation time: on the time scale of the 
experiments, the system is out of 
equilibrium.

3) Out-of-equilibrium state

!micro << !exp << !equil



Properties of the equilibrium state 
and of relaxation near and to equilibrium

•Properties are independent of preparation.
Stationary property/time-translation invariance:
For an observable A(t),

<A(t)> = <A>
<A(t’)A(t’+t)> = <A(0)A(t)>
etc...

•Fluctuation dissipation theorem and linear response. 
✴small perturbation applied to the system;
✴close to equilibrium, the response to a small perturbation can be expressed in 
terms of correlation functions of the unperturbed system.
Example: Response of observable A at time t’+t to a perturbation that couples to A 
between t’ and t’+t: 

χ(t’,t’+t) = χ(0,t), with
χ(0,t) = T (<A(0)A(t)> - <A(0)A(0)>)



Manifestations of out-of-equilibrium character

•Dependence of properties on preparation history, e. g. on 
cooling rate.

•Hysteresis, memory effects.

•Aging (linear response regime).

•Violation of equilibrium relations (fluctuation-dissipation, 
time-translation invariance).



Dependence on cooling rate
!"#$%&'&&( )$")$*+*%&%,%+-./%&01+$12134+% !!

5$34%1+1"4&01+$/#%/&6 !14*+17#/ 8 9*)/49&9#&+3#:&9/&&$/2$"191%%/./4+

Volume versus temperature for 
polyvinyl acetate at two different 
cooling rates (1K per 0.02 and 100 hr)

Normalized heat capacity versus temperature for 
polystyrene at different cooling rates q
(C. Alba-Simionesco et al.)



Figure 1: Autocorrelation decay for di!erent waiting times. Left: Lennard-Jones binary mixture, molecular
dynamics simulation [28] (waiting times from 10 to 39810). Right: Light scattering data for laponite gels
[40] (waiting times of 11 to 100 hours). (See also [41] for similar curves for polymer melt models, [44] for

spin-glass simulations, and [42,43] for polymers in random media).

Figure 2: Response to perturbations applied after di!erent waiting times. Left: tagged particle response
in a kinetic glass model (tw = 10 to 105) [39]. Right: aging experiments in plastic (PVC) [36]. (See also
also [37] for dielectric susceptibility measurements in glycerol, [44] for spin-glass simulations, and [43] for

polymers in random media.)

2

Aging in PVC glass: mechanical response (small-strain 
tensile creep) versus t for different (long) waiting times tw 
(in days) at T=293K. (L.C.E. Struik, Physical Aging in 
Amorphous Polymers and Other Materials, Elsevier, 1978)

Aging

•The properties of a system depend on its ‶age″, i.e. the time spent in the glassy 
state.

•More easily observed in two-time quantities: e.g., the evolution with time t of the 
(linear) response of a system prepared for a ‶waiting time″ (age) tw.

J(t,tw)

t



However...

•Some glasses are associated with a true 
thermodynamic phase transition: spin glasses and 
vortex glasses for example. Transition is then 
observable, but is the equilibrium glass phase 
observable ? Problem of infinite relaxation time (spin 
glass).



II

Glasses, glass formation



Different ways of forming an 
amorphous (‶glassy″) solid

!"#$%&'&&( )$")$*+*%&%,%+-./%&01+$12134+% !!

5/3#!"#)&6/&237"4%&6/&238$19#/$&#4&%,%+-./&3."$):/

;4&<*4*$3=&=/%&)$")$1*+*%&6*)/46/4+&6#&."6/&6/&)$*)3$3+1"4
Angell (Science, 1995)



Glass formation by cooling

Supercooled Liquids and Glasses
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Selected aspects of recent progress in the study of supercooled liquids and glasses are presented in this review.
As an introduction for nonspecialists, several basic features of the dynamics and thermodynamics of supercooled
liquids and glasses are described. Among these are nonexponential relaxation functions, non-Arrhenius
temperature dependences, and the Kauzmann temperature. Various theoretical models which attempt to explain
these basic features are presented next. These models are conveniently categorized according to the temperature
regimes deemed important by their authors. The major portion of this review is given to a summary of
current experimental and computational research. The utility of mode coupling theory is addressed. Evidence
is discussed for new relaxation mechanisms and new time and length scales in supercooled liquids. Relaxations
in the glassy state and significance of the “boson peak” are also addressed.

I. Introduction

In spite of the impression one would get from an introductory
physical chemistry text, disordered solids play a significant role
in our world. All synthetic polymers are at least partially
amorphous, and many completely lack crystallinity. Ordinary
window glass is obviously important in building applications
and, in highly purified form (vitreous silica), is the material of
choice for most optical fibers. Amorphous silicon is being used
in almost all photovoltaic cells. Even amorphous metal alloys
are beginning to appear in technological applications. Off our
world, the role of disordered solids may be equally important.
Recently, it has been argued that most of the water in the
universe, which exists in comets, is in the glassy state.
Liquids at temperatures below their melting points are called

supercooled liquids. As described below, cooling a supercooled
liquid below the glass transition temperature Tg produces a glass.
Near Tg, molecular motion occurs very slowly. In molecular
liquids near Tg, it may take minutes or hours for a molecule
less than 10 Å in diameter to reorient. What is the primary
cause of these very slow dynamics? Are molecular motions
under these circumstances qualitatively different from motions
in normal liquids? For example, do large groups of molecules
move cooperatively? Or are supercooled liquids merely very
slow liquids?
In this article, we describe selected aspects of recent progress

in the fields of supercooled liquids and glasses. Section II
describes several basic features of the dynamics and thermo-
dynamics of supercooled liquids and glasses. We have at-
tempted to summarize enough material in this section so that
readers with no previous knowledge of this area will be able to
profit from the later sections. Section III describes various
theoretical models which attempt to explain the basic features
of section II. Here our goal was not to review the most recent
theoretical work, but rather to describe those approaches

(whether recent or not) which influence current research in this
area. Section IV describes areas of current experimental and
computational activity. Most of the material in this section is
organized in response to five questions. These questions are
important from both a scientific and technological viewpoint;
the answers can be expected to influence important technologies.
Because this is a review for nonspecialists, a great deal of

exciting new material could not be included. We refer the
interested reader to other recent reviews1 and collections2 which
will contain some of this material and offer other perspectives
on the questions addressed here.

II. Basic Features of Supercooled Liquids and Glasses

What Are Supercooled Liquids and Glasses? Figure 1
shows the specific volume Vsp as a function of temperature for

* To whom correspondence should be addressed.
X Abstract published in AdVance ACS Abstracts, July 1, 1996.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the specific volume as a function
of temperature for a liquid which can both crystallize and form a glass.
The thermodynamic and dynamic properties of a glass depend upon
the cooling rate; glass 2 was formed with a slower cooling rate than
glass 1. The glass transition temperature Tg can be defined by
extrapolating Vsp in the glassy state back to the supercooled liquid line.
Tg depends upon the cooling rate. Typical cooling rates in laboratory
experiments are 0.1-100 K/min.
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Glass 
(out-of-equilibrium)

Supercooled liquid
(metastable)

Temperature

Volume, entropy
 or

enthalpy
Transformation 

region



Metastability versus out-of-equilibrium

•Liquid above Tm and crystal below Tm are the 
stable phases.

•Supercooled liquid below Tm is metastable.

•Glass below Tg is mechanically stable but 
out-of-equilibrium.

What does this mean ?



Variety of questions depending 
on temperature regime of interest

(1) In the glass: 

✴ Low-T anomalies (below 1K; between a few K 
and a few tens of K): thermal, dielectric and 
acoustic properties.

✴ At higher T: aging behavior + nonlinear rheology 
(e.g. under high enough shear stress).

✴ In the glass transformation region: nonlinear 
relaxation.



Low-temperature thermal anomalies in a 
glass

Anomalous behavior compared to the Debye behavior of perfect crystals:

Instead of T3 dependence of heat capacity C and of thermal conductivity κ:
Roughly linear T dependence of C below 1K and excess peak around 5-30K;
T2 dependence of κ below 1K and plateau around 5-30K.

Heat capacity divided by T3 (left) and thermal conductivity (right) of 
amorphous AsxSe1-x (Liu et al., 1993)



Boson peak

PIB glass at Tg (Niss, Alba-simionesco et al.)
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Glass transition and Boson Peak – p.15/21

Incoherent inelastic 
neutron scattering

S(q,!) ! q2
g(!)

!2

Anomalous behavior of heat capacity C around 5-30K possibly related to 

an excess of vibrational modes compared to the 
Debye model (‶Boson peak″ in g(ω)/ω2).

1 meV ≃ 8 cm-1 ≃ 12K



‶Universality″ of physical aging in glasses 
(1)

Figure 1: Autocorrelation decay for di!erent waiting times. Left: Lennard-Jones binary mixture, molecular
dynamics simulation [28] (waiting times from 10 to 39810). Right: Light scattering data for laponite gels
[40] (waiting times of 11 to 100 hours). (See also [41] for similar curves for polymer melt models, [44] for

spin-glass simulations, and [42,43] for polymers in random media).

Figure 2: Response to perturbations applied after di!erent waiting times. Left: tagged particle response
in a kinetic glass model (tw = 10 to 105) [39]. Right: aging experiments in plastic (PVC) [36]. (See also
also [37] for dielectric susceptibility measurements in glycerol, [44] for spin-glass simulations, and [43] for

polymers in random media.)

2

Aging in PVC glass: response (tensile creep) 
versus t for different waiting times tw at 
T=293K. (Struik, 1978)

! ! !0

!
tw
!0

"µ

Aging in a colloidal gel: density correlation 
function versus t for different waiting times 
tw at T=293K. (Cipelletti, 1978)
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The evolution in the static light scattering from the gel

is accompanied by a dramatic slowdown of the dynamics

with sample age, as shown in Fig. 4, where we plot f!q, t"
for a single scattering vector, q ! 6756 cm21, but for dif-

ferent ages, for a sample with w ! 4.8 3 1024. Similar

behavior is observed for all scattering vectors, with the q
dependence of tf preserved throughout the aging. The

relaxation time increases by more than 2 orders of magni-

tude, while the plateau preceding the final decay of f!q, t"
becomes flatter and its height increases; this suggests that

G0 is increasing with age as a result of the restructuring
[1,7]. However, the shape of the decay of f!q, t" remains
essentially the same; indeed, data for different tw can be

scaled onto a single master curve by plotting f!q, t" as
a function of t#tf, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5. This

behavior is characteristic of the universal picture for ag-

ing [2,3]. To further investigate this aging, we show the

evolution of tf with tw in a logarithmic plot in Fig. 5. Ini-

tially, tf grows nearly exponentially, while for large tw
the growth rate decreases, ultimately becoming approxi-

mately linear, tf $ tn
w , with n ! 0.9 6 0.1. This behav-

ior is also characteristic of the universal picture for aging.

Thus, these results confirm that the model for aging applies

to colloidal gels, and that the universal features predicted

are observed experimentally.

Interestingly, a temporary but pronounced decrease in

tf is observed at long times, indicated by the arrow in

Fig. 5; this behavior is reproducible, and corresponds to

the first appearance of large inhomogeneities in the sample.

This suggests that the restructuring on large length scales

is accompanied by the breaking of intercluster bonds, tem-

porarily weakening the network and increasing the decay

rate. We note that a similar weakening may also trigger the

macroscopic collapse observed for non-buoyancy-matched

gels [12].

Any model for the physical mechanism responsible

for this aging must correctly account for the unusual

q and t dependence of the data. The q21 dependence

of tf rules out diffusive motion and suggests instead
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of the dynamic structure factor at q !
6756 cm21 for a sample with w ! 4.8 3 1024. Curves are
labeled by the gel age tw .

that a drift mechanism is responsible for the decor-

relation of the scattered light, with a drift velocity

y $ !qtf"21 % 5 3 1028 cm sec21 immediately after

gelation. However, we found no differences in the decay

for samples more poorly buoyancy matched and for

wave vectors parallel or perpendicular to the direction of

gravity; thus, we rule out sedimentation. We also rule out

propagation of phonons in the solid network; the resultant

elastic modulus, G0 ! y2#r $ 10215 dyne#cm2, is

many orders of magnitude less than the measured value

of G0 $ 1023 dyne#cm2, obtained from the plateau of

f!q, t" [7] and from mechanical measurements on similar
structures [11]. Finally, thermally induced formation of

new bonds, or breaking of old bonds in the network would

result in a random process of rare, uncorrelated events,

which would lead to an exponential decay, and thus must

also be ruled out. Thus, a new mechanism is required to

correctly explain the observed dynamics.

To account for the unusual q and t dependence of

f!q, t", we introduce a new model for the dynamics

based on the syneresis of the gel, the shrinking commonly

observed for polymer gels when the solvent quality be-

comes poorer and incipient phase separation ensues [13].

Syneresis would cause the gel to shrink continuously and

uniformly with time; however, adhesion to the cell walls

prevents macroscopic shrinking. Instead, the gel shrinks

locally and its inhomogeneity results in random regions

of higher deformation; because the gel is elastic, there is

a displacement field around each of these deformations.

These inhomogeneities can then be regarded as localized

forces that deform the network. Since no external net

force is applied, each inhomogeneity acts as a force

dipole. Thus, the displacement field DR a distance r from
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FIG. 5. Age dependence of tf from the data of Fig. 4. The
dotted line is the fit of an exponential growth to the data for
tw , 105 s. The straight line is a power-law fit of the late
stage, yielding an exponent of 0.9 6 0.1. The arrow indicates
the temporary decrease in the relaxation time discussed in the
text. This point was not included in the fit. Inset: Scaling of
the data of Fig. 4
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Characteristic ‶relaxation″ time                               with µ ! 1



‶Universality″ of physical aging in glasses 
(2)

Slow Dynamics and Aging in Spin Glasses 3

2 Experimental Evidence for Non-Stationary Dynamics

2.1 Magnetization Relaxation in Response to a Field Change

In a measurement of the relaxation of the “thermo-remanent magnetization”
(TRM), the system is cooled in a small field from above Tg down to some T0 <
Tg; it then “waits” in the field at T0 during a time tw, after which the field
is cut, and the subsequent decrease of the TRM from the field-cooled (FC)
value is recorded as a function of t. Following an “immediate fall-o!” of the
magnetization (depending on the sample and on temperature, of the order of 50
to 90 %), a slow logarithmic-like relaxation takes place; it is believed to head
towards zero, although never reaching an end at laboratory time scales.

These endless-like relaxation processes and, more crucially, the existence of
“aging” phenomena [1, 2, 3] are a salient feature of spin-glass dynamics: for
di!erent values of the waiting time tw, di!erent TRM-decay curves are obtained,
as is evidenced in Fig. 1.a.

100 101 102 103 104 105 106

0,06

0,08

0,10

0,12

0,14

0,16

1.a

tw (s) :

30000
10000

3000
1000300

AgMn

T=0.87 Tg

M
 /

 M
fc

t  (s)

Fig. 1. a. Thermo-remanent magnetization M , normalized by the field-cooled value
Mfc, vs. t(s) (log10 scale) for the Ag : Mn2.6% sample, at T = 9K = 0.87Tg . The
sample has been cooled in a 0.1 Oe field from above Tg = 10.4K to 9K; after waiting
tw, the field has been cut at t = 0, and the decaying magnetization recorded.

The dynamics depends on two independent time-scales, t (“observation time”)
and tw (“waiting time”). This dynamics is non-stationary: the response at t+ tw
to an excitation at tw depends on t + tw and tw, and not only on t (breakdown
of time-translational invariance). Qualitatively, one can see in Fig. 1.a that the
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FIG. 1. Bottom graph: The gate voltage versus time in a typi-
cal aging experiment (the Vg0 ! Vgn sweeping time is !4 s).
The upper graph shows the corresponding change of the sample
conductance relative to its value at t , 2tw . Data are taken with
a sampling time ts ! 1 s. Results are shown for a sample with
R ! 30 MV at Tm ! 4.11 K. The inset shows DG"t ! 0# as
a function of tw .

on the behavior of DG"t# ! G"t# 2 G0 for t $ 0 (taking
t ! 0 as the time when Vg reattains the original value Vg0).

Note that the quantities [G"t $ 0# and G0] that determine

DG"t# are measured under the same external conditions.
This ensures that the relaxation of the conductance em-

bodied in DG"t $ 0# excludes spurious contributions such
as the common equilibrium field effect. As a check on this

point, we show that, as tw ! 0, DG"t ! 0# ! 0 (inset of
Fig. 1).

The behavior of DG"t $ 0# for a given sample depends
on several parameters. These are tw , Tm, and DVg !
"Vgn 2 Vg0#. The most important one turns out to be the
waiting time tw . Results for DG"t, tw# at constant Tm and

DVg are shown in Fig. 2. The top graph shows DG"t#
for four different tw’s and illustrates that the waiting time

significantly affects both the magnitude and shape of the

relaxation. Our main result is that when the relaxation

data are plotted as DG"t$tw# all curves collapse onto a
single curve (bottom graph of Fig. 2). It is emphasized

that this scaling does not involve any parameter except for

the measured tw . No rescaling of the amplitude can make

FIG. 2. (a) Relaxation of DG"t $ ts# at different values of tw
for the sample in Fig. 1. All traces are taken with Vg0 ! 210 V
and Vgn ! 100 V. (b) The same data as in (a) but plotted
versus the normalized time t$tw . The dashed curve is a fit to
exp%2"t$t#a& with a ! 0.21 and t ! 0.008 3 tw .

the DG"t# curves collapse; this is accomplished entirely
by t ! t$tw .

By contrast, varying either DVg or Tm affects the

amplitude of DG"t# but not its shape. Results of such

experiments are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respec-

tively. The relaxation curves can be well described

by f"DVg# ? DG"t# or by h"Tm# ? DG"t#, respectively. In
either case, the common relaxation law can be fitted by the

stretched-exponent function DG"t# ! A exp%2"t$btw#a&.
Such a relaxation law is often found in the dynamics of

glasses [9], and it is usually attributed to the process

of hierarchical relaxation [10] with a wide distribution

of relaxation times. Such hierarchical behavior in the

Anderson insulator can result from the combination of

disorder and interactions as also happens in other glasses.

The unique role of tw in determining the relaxation law

is worth noting. The simple scaling demonstrated by Fig. 2

3403

Aging in a spin glass: remanent 
magnetization versus t for different 
waiting times tw (T=9K)
(Vincent et al., 1996)

Aging in an electron glass: response 
(conductance) versus t for different 
waiting times tw (T=4.11K)
(Vaknin et al., PRL 2000)

! ! !0

!
tw
!0

"µ



How many parameters to characterize a 
glassy state ?

FIG. 1. Isothermal evolution at T2 = 30!C of the relative variation of the volume (!103) in polyvinyl acetate: after a direct
quench from T0 = 40!C to T2 = 30!C (1); after quenches from T0 = 40!C to T1 = 10!C (2), 15!C (3), or 25!C (4) followed by
rapid re-heating at T2 = 30!C. Data taken from A. J. Kovacs, Adv. Polym. Sci. 3, 394 (1963).

A similar e!ect was recently reported in the context of granular materials [11]. In the first stage of another type
of experiment one ‘taps’ the system with three di!erent amplitudes –say weak, moderate and strong– during a time
chosen such as to reach a certain density, identical in the three cases. In the second stage of the experiment, the
tapping amplitude is chosen to be moderate. The density just after the amplitude ‘jump’ is recorded. If the state
of the system was only described by its density, the evolution of the density after the jump should be identical for
all three situations, and follow the ‘moderate’ reference curve. This is not the case: as for the polymer glass, the
weakly tapped system first has to dilate before it is able to resume its compaction, whereas the strongly tapped system
compacts faster than the reference system just after the jump [11].

Finally, the same e!ect was recently observed in a numerical simulation of three dimensional spin-glasses [12] and
in a realistic model of molecular liquid [13]. In spin-glasses, the energy density reveals the characteristic Kovacs
hump when the temperature is raised ; the height of the hump and the time of the maximum behave qualitatively as
in polymer glasses. Features similar to the Kovacs e!ect have also been identified experimentally in dipolar glasses
[14] and spin glasses [15]. Since the Kovacs e!ect seems to be rather ubiquitous, a natural question is whether
the underlying physics is the same in all these systems. Stated di!erently, can the e!ect select between di!erent
microscopic models of glassy dynamics?

The aim of this somewhat didactic paper is to discuss some simple models that allow to shed light on the above
questions. In these models, the ‘internal’ variables referred to above appear as a whole distribution function (of
domain sizes, or of relaxation times) of which only the mean is fixed by the experimental protocol, whereas the shape

of the distribution keeps track of the system history. We show that the Kovacs e!ect is indeed rather generic, but that
the detailed shape of the ‘Kovacs hump’ could reveal some useful microscopic information on the underlying glassy
dynamics (see also the discussion in [16]). We first discuss models where slow dynamics is due to a coarsening mech-
anism, and recall and generalize the main results of [10]. We then turn to the Kovacs e!ect in the trap model, where
detailed calculations can be performed. We end the paper with some suggestions for further analyzing experimental
results, with the hope that the Kovacs e!ect could help identifying distributions of relaxation times, and/or provide
some indirect evidence for a growing length scale in glassy systems.

II. THE KOVACS EFFECT AND DOMAIN GROWTH

The simplest out of equilibrium system is the one-dimensional Ising model with Glauber dynamics. This system does
not order at any non zero temperature, but at su"ciently low temperatures the equilibrium domain size ! becomes
large and for times shorter than the equilibration time, the dynamics is governed by the growth of the typical domain
size as the square root of time. The energy, which is simply related to the average density of domain walls, plays in
this model the rôle of the volume in Kovacs’ experiments. When the system is prepared at T1 for a time t1 such that
the average distance between the walls is equal to the equilibrium size at T2 > T1, the out of equilibrium distribution
of domain sizes at T1 is more sharply peaked around its mean than the corresponding equilibrium distribution at T2

–see Fig. 2. In particular, the number of small domains is depleted from its equilibrium value. Upon heating, the
first e!ect is that some extra domain walls nucleate within the larger domains, causing the number of small domains

2

Kovacs effect (1963):
Isothermal evolution with time (in 
hours) of the relative volume 
variation of polyvinyl acetate at 
T2=30°C,
after a direct quench from T0=40°C 
and 
after quenches at T1 lower than T2 

(until the volume equals the 
equilibrium volume at T2) followed 
by reheating to T2.

•But, whole history untractable!

 Quest for effective/fictive temperatures

•P,V,T not enough...



Nonlinear relaxation in the glass 
transformation region (near Tg)

Out-of-equilibrium relaxation within a slowly 
relaxing structure -> nonlinearity.

Phenomenological modeling: ‶fictive temperature″
(Tool-Narayanaswami-Moynihan, Hodge, ...)

Models of the glass transition 185 
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Figure 14. Plot of dT, /dT against ambient temperature T for B2O3 at a heating rate of 10 K min-' following 

cooling through the transition region at rates shown on  figure (in K min-I). Points are experimental heating 

curves. Solid lines are calculated for best-fit parameter values T~ = 1.5 x s, A = 3.9 eV, x = 0.4, p = 0.65 

(from De Bolt et a1 1976). 

the absence of diffusional motion the average is non-zero and is, in the harmonic 

approximation, given by the average Debye-Waller factor: 

d k )  = [exp { - ( ( k *  u>2)llav. (1.19) 

( ui = ri - Ri denotes the atomic displacement from the equilibrium position Ri). With 

diffusion, on the other hand, the long-time limit of the structure factor vanishes as 

exp ( -D,k2t ) ,  where D, is the self-diffusion coefficient. Therefore this order parameter 

of a glass exists only on a time scale over which atomic diffusion is negligible. This 

situation is different for a crystalline solid, where atomic diffusion on regular lattice 

or interstitial sites does not destroy the order parameter related with the long-range 

order. It is possible to include information about the 'frozen' glass structure by defining 

the order parameter as the infinite-time limit of the coherent rather than the incoherent 

dynamic structure factor (Geszti 1983): 

Again in the harmonic approximation, this yields 

4 ( k )  = S o ( k )  exp { - ( ( k -  u)2)av,} 

(1.20) 

(1.21) 

with a static structure factor S o ( k )  defined by the atomic equilibrium positions { R , }  in 



(2) In the liquid: 

✴ How is cristallization avoided ?

✴ Properties of the slowing down of relaxation/ 
viscous slowdown. How does one get to the 
glass ‶transition″ ?

✴ Glass transition from above and from below.

Variety of questions depending 
on temperature regime of interest



Avoidance of crystallization,
glass-forming ability

Strong first-order transition -> nucleation and growth

Rate of homogeneous crystal nucleation I versus T/Tm for different liquid behavior. 
Below the dashed line, crystallization cannot be detected (Turnbull, 1968)

Models of the glass transition 
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Figure 20. Variation with reduced temperature of logarithm of rate I (in cm-3 s-') of homogeneous nucleation 

of crystals in liquids. To is the temperature occurring in the Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher formula for the 

viscosity. The broken horizontal line indicates a lower limit to I ,  below which crystallisation cannot normally 

be detected (from Turnbull 1969). 

needs to be higher than TJ2. For To=$T,, a value of the order of lo-' Ks-' is 

obtained for the same values of Ah(T, )  and a, which would correspond to a high 

glass forming ability. The quantitative conclusion to be drawn from Turnbull's study 

is that the glass forming ability is highest if Tg, for which v(Tg) = 1013 P, is close to 

T,. Since in this case the viscosity of the liquid near T, is high, too, this condition 

corresponds to the well-known basic criterion that a liquid with high glass forming 

ability should have a relatively high viscosity near the melting point. As a consequence, 

glass formation in alloys is most likely to occur near a eutectic where the liquidus 

temperature has a minimum. 

A more complete treatment of the factors determining R, has been proposed by 
Uhlmann (1972) who takes into account that the growth of a critical nucleus to 

macroscopic size is a slow process if the viscosity is sufficiently high. Uhlmann 
supplements the result for Z by an expression for the crystal growth rate U, given by 

(3.14) 

where a is the average interatomic distance, and f is a numerical coefficient of order 
unity. Here also, the kinetic coefficient for atomic diffusion across the crystal-liquid 

interface has been expressed in terms of the macroscopic shear viscosity using the 

Stokes-Einstein relation (1.7). Z and U together determine the fraction of crystalline 
material formed after time t under isothermal conditions according to (Johnson and 

Role of frustration (Frank, 60’s) ??



Different control parameters:
‶Jamming diagram″
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Glasses and Aging: A Statistical Mechanics Perspective, Figure 4
The ‘great unification’ phase diagramof jamming and glass tran-
sitions [124]. Glassy phases occur at low temperature, low exter-
nal drive, or high density in different systems

Other ‘Glasses’ in Physics and Beyond499

There are many other physical contexts in which glassi-500

ness plays an important role [173]. One of the most fa-501

mous examples is the field of spin glasses. Real spin glasses502

are magnetic impurities interacting by quenched ran-503

dom couplings. At low temperatures, their dynamics be-504

come extremely slow and they freeze in amorphous spin505

configuration dubbed a ‘spin glass’ by P.W. Anderson.506

There are many other physical systems, often character-507

ized by quenched disorder, that show glassy behaviour,508

like Coulomb glasses, Bose glasses, etc. In many cases,509

however, one does expect quite a di!erent physics from510

structural glasses: the similarity between these systems is511

therefore only qualitative.512

Finally, and quite remarkably, glassiness emerges even513

in other branches of science [55]. In particular, it has been514

discovered recently that concepts and techniques devel-515

oped for glassy systems turn out to apply and be very516

useful tools in the field of computer science. Problems517

like combinatorial optimization display phenomena com-518

pletely analogous to phase transitions, actually, to glassy519

phase transitions. A posteriori, this is quite natural, be-520

cause a typical optimization problem consists in finding521

a solution in a presence of a large number of constraints.522

This can be defined, for instance, as a set of N Boolean523

variables that satisfies M constraints. For N and M very 524

large at fixed ˛ = M/N, this problem very much resem- 525

bles finding a ground state in a statistical mechanics prob- 526

lem with quenched disorder. Indeed one can define an en- 527

ergy function (a Hamiltonian) as the number of unsatis- 528

fied constraints, that has to be minimized, as in a T = 0 529

statmech problem. The connection with glassy systems 530

origins from the fact that in both cases the energy land- 531

scape is extremely complicated, full of minima and sad- 532

dles. The fraction of constraints per degree of freedom, ˛, 533

plays a role similar to the density in a hard sphere system. 534

A detailed presentation of the relationship between opti- 535

mization problems and glassy systems is clearly out of the 536

scope of the present review. We simply illustrate it point- 537

ing out that a central problem in optimization, random k- 538

satisfiability, has been shown to undergo a glass transition 539

when ˛ increases that is analogous to the one of structural 540

glasses [117]. 541

Numerical Simulations 542

Studying the glass transition of molecular liquids at a mi- 543

croscopic level is in principle straightforward since one 544

must answer a very simple question: how do particles 545

move in a liquid close to Tg? It is of course a daunting task 546

to attempt answering this question experimentally because 547

one should then resolve the dynamics of single molecules 548

to be able to follow the trajectories of objects that are a few 549

Angstroms large on timescales of tens or hundreds of sec- 550

onds, which sounds like eternity when compared to typ- 551

ical molecular dynamics usually lying in the picosecond 552

regime. In recent years, such direct experimental investi- 553

gations have been started using time and space resolved 554

techniques such as atomic force microscopy [161] or single 555

molecule spectroscopy [3], but this remains a very di"cult 556

task. 557

In numerical simulations, by contrast, the trajectory of 558

each particle in the system can, by construction, be fol- 559

lowed at all times. This allows one to quantify easily sin- 560

gle particle dynamics, as proved in Fig. 5 where the aver- 561

agedmean-squared displacement!(t) measured in a sim- 562

ple Lennard-Jones glass-former is shown. It is defined by 563

!(t) =

*
1
N

NX

i=1

jri (t) ! ri (0)j2
+

; 564

where ri (t) represents the position of particle i at time t 565

in a system composed of N particles; the brackets indi- 566

cate an ensemble average. The particle displacements con- 567

siderably slow down when T is decreased and the self- 568

di!usion constant decreases by orders of magnitude, mir- 569

roring the behaviour of the viscosity shown in Fig. 1 for 570

[Liu-Nagel, 1998]

Molecular liquids:  temperature, pressure/density, driving force
Polymers: temperature, pressure/density, molecular weight, driving force
Grains, colloids: density/concentration, driving force, interaction strength



Different control parameters:
examples

Isothermal glass formation: jump in expansivity 
at constant T=182.4K for liquid m-fluoroaniline 
(Alba-Simionesco, 1994)

Isothermal calorimetry
    
        dS=Cp dlnT- !V dP
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Pressure Molecular weight

Glass transition temperature vs log of monomers 
for linear polystyrene (dark blue) from DSC and 
dielectric measurements
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